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For more than two centuries, adventurers, thrill seekers and treasure hunters have tried to
unlock the secret of Oak Island, investing millions of dollars, and costing at least six lives. And
the obsession continues: a television series in the winter of 2014 and seasonal walking tours of
the area that include locations highlighted by the series.Theories and intrigue abound – a
clandestine treasure trove? The resting place of some holy relic? A cache of priceless
documents? The promise of treasure is a powerful compulsion – the Oak Island story is
embroiled with politics and treachery from its humble beginnings – and many have risked and
lost entire fortunes, and in some cases their very lives, chasing these theories. The bald truth is
that nobody actually knew what was there, and every imaginable theory, from the fantastic to the
ridiculous was concocted to explain that unknown.Joy Steele’s thorough investigation reveals a
remarkable and credible truth vastly different than legend would have it.
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Notes –References –PrefaceA great deal has been recorded, written and published about the
pursuit of treasure on Oak Island over the years – a great deal. I am certain that I’ve read it all in
my own pursuit of the truth.The purpose of this book is to share my research and, more
important, that research with readers. I did not feel it necessary to reiterate the entire history of
the pursuit of “Oak Island Gold.” Those accounts are readily available in many forms, and the
sources I have used are recounted in full in the references at the end of this book. For those
wishing more detail of the many expeditions and explorations of Oak Island, I recommend the
publications listed below.I too pursued the Oak Island mystery. I hesitate to call my particular
pursuit of the answer an obsession but, like so many others, I have taken it pretty seriously,
though more interested in solving the mystery than in finding treasure. My education, indeed my
interests, have long been in mineral technology and a number of the fascinating finds at Oak
Island became the focus of my interest.This book is the culmination of my pursuit of those clues.
In a way, as the reader will learn, I did find treasure.J.A.S.Harris, Reginald V. 1967. The Oak



Island Mystery, 2nd ed. Toronto: McGraw-Hill Ryerson.Harris, Graham and Les MacPhie. 2005.
Oak Island And Its Lost Treasure, 2nd ed. Halifax: Formac.O’Connor, Darcy. 2004. The Secret
Treasure of Oak Island: The Amazing True Story of a Centuries-Old Treasure Hunt. Guilford, CT:
The Lyons Press.Claude C. Chappell – 1892-1980(Photo courtesy Wendy Chappell)This book is
dedicated to the memory of Claude Chappell, a true pioneer and contributor to the history of
Oak Island.Many thanks are due to the Chappell family of Sydney, Nova Scotia, especially my
dear friend, Kaye, who gave so much of herself to help me and whose painting is on the book
cover. I am, in addition, very grateful to Catherine Arseneau, Jane Arnold and the crew at the
Beaton Institute who went out of their way to lend a hand. A big thank you also goes out to Lisa
Mulak and staff of the James McConnell Memorial Library in Sydney.To Mike Harmon
(archaeologist, South Carolina): You are a credit to your profession, and I will always be
appreciative for your expertise and consultations.I would also like to acknowledge the
encouragement and support of Mike Hunter and the editorial staff of CBU Press.Above all, I
would like to thank my dear son, Christian, for his loving support and patience during the writing
of this book. Mom will love you until the end of time.Note from the EditorsAs most of the history
of, and activity on, Oak Island predates the use of metric in Canada, virtually every source
consulted has measurements in feet, inches and miles, etc. – we have added their metric
approximations.We have made every effort to properly identify and to acquire the permissions to
publish images, facts and figures. That’s not always an easy task and, though every effort has
been made to obtain those important aspects for this publication of Ms. Steele’s research, we
were not always successful. CBU Press understands and upholds its responsibilities in this
regard to the best of our ability, and we sincerely regret possible infringements in this
area.Responsibility for the research and the opinions and theories proposed are the author's
only.Left - Crown Copyright, Province of Nova Scotia, 2012, CMC-661.Below (detail) -
Government of Canada; Natural Resources Canada; Earth Sciences Sector; Canada Centre for
Mapping and Earth Observation. CanTopo - 021A09 - CHESTER, Nova Scotia.IntroductionThe
History and Folklore of Oak IslandOak Island has become known as the most elusive treasure in
the world, and the Money Pit and its adjacent works the greatest piece of engineering on the
American continent. — R. V. Harris, The Oak Island MysteryJust off the rugged southeast shore
of Nova Scotia lies a tiny island fashioned somewhat like a question mark. The shape is
appropriate, for little Oak Island is the scene of a baffling whodunit that has defied solution for
over two centuries. Here, since 1795 – not long after pirates prowled the Atlantic coast and left
glittering legends of buried gold in their wake – people have been trying to find out what lies at
the bottom of a mysterious shaft dubbed, hopefully, the Money Pit. (Reader’s Digest, December
2014, 118-26)Oak Island is one of more than 300 islands nestled within the confines of Mahone
Bay, Nova Scotia. Situated about 6 km (4 miles) from Chester town, itself about 72 km (45 miles)
southwest of Halifax, Oak Island measures approximately 1,200 m (.75 mile) in length and is
about 800 m (.5 mile) wide, narrowing near the centre to form a low-lying marsh.Fig. 1 –
Newspaper feature from 1969 (Sunday News) highlighting the interest in Oak Island's buried



treasure. "The Riddle of Oak Island," newspaper clipping, September 7, 1969. MG 12, 75 D3 (p.
10C). Beaton Institute, Cape Breton University.According to tradition, the current name, Oak
Island, likely reflects a grove of lofty red oaks that once grew on the island’s eastern drumlin.1
These unique and impressive trees were not only the signature for the island but became part of
its folklore as well. One creepy myth forewarns, “The treasure will be found … when all the oaks
have gone and seven men have died.”2As if in fulfillment of the myth – or curse, as the case may
be – the disturbing reality is that six men have died, thus far, in pursuit of an elusive treasure, and
the oaks are all gone; their sad disappearance due largely to plagues of black ants in the 1800s,
with the last few trees dying about 1960.3Fig. 2 – Smith’s Cove, Oak Island, ca. 1931. Note the
majestic trees towering in the background along Isaac’s Point. Photo (photographic copy) given
to the author by Kaye Chappell, Sydney River, NS.From the time of its “revelation” dating from
the close of the 18th century, no less than seventeen expeditions have mounted attempts to
overcome the island’s challenges and to get to the bottom of the mystery, and thus to its
treasure. So far, each attempt has ended in failure or disaster, collectively racking up costs in the
millions of dollars. Worse still, of course, are the aforementioned lives lost in accidental deaths in
the quest. Despite its violent history, the desire to unlock the island’s secrets is alive and well as
the current venture, Oak Island Tours Inc., establishes itself. This group suggests that it will be
they who will provide the final chapter to this challenging and bizarre mystery spanning nearly
220 years. In fact, however, it will be this book that does that.∞So what is this enigma all about?
Does the island really harbour a treasure? Is it the resting place of some ancient or holy relic? Is
it a cache of priceless documents? The truth is that nobody really knows, and every imaginable
theory, from the fantastic to the ridiculous, has been concocted to explain and uncover it. Most
assuredly, treasure has been a powerful compulsion; entire fortunes and, as noted, lives have
been risked and lost chasing empty or shattered dreams.Whether a great mystery or a great
scandal, the circumstances and events that surround this island are incredible, to say the least.
In truth, the very root of the Oak Island story is embroiled with politics and treachery that rivals
the intrigue of the treasure itself. Truly, this is the stuff of legends by which “history is made.”4To
know the story of Oak Island is also to know how that story includes some very unsavoury
behaviour, even by 18th-century standards, including what may have been the greatest financial
scandal the world has ever witnessed.Brief Chronology of Oak Island Events and
Campaigns1758 or 1759 – The island was without an English name, at this time. Numbered on
maps as “Island 28.”1762 – Labelled as Smith’s Island, named after Richard Smith on a map by
Captain Charles Morris. Smith and partner, John Gifford, were granted this island on December
27, 1753, for the purpose of fishing.1764 – First mention of Oak Island, as found in the diary of
Reverend John Seccombe.1770s – Appears on Desbarres’ Neptune maps as Gloucester Island,
but came to be known once again and forever as Oak Island.1795 – Daniel McGinnis allegedly
first discovers a saucer-shaped depression on Oak Island’s east drumlin. He and two friends,
John Smith and Anthony Vaughn, began digging in the depression discovering a layer of flat
stones 2 feet (60 cm) down, followed by a layer of oak timber at 10 feet (3 m). At 20 feet (6 m)



another layer of oak timber is struck and, at 30 feet (10 m), more of the same. The trio are of the
belief that Captain William Kidd (1645-1701) cached a treasure on the island not long before he
was captured and hung for piracy.Fig. 3 – Map of Mecklenburgh Bay. (Detail) Southwest Coast of
Nova Scotia, 1781. J.F.W. Desbarres. Map 1006. Beaton Institute, Cape Breton
University.1803-1805 – The Onslow Company is set up by Simeon Lynds of Truro along with the
three discoverers McGinnis, Smith and Vaughn. Excavation of the so-called Money Pit continues
and at around the 80-90-foot (24-27 m) level a stone inscribed with glyphs is found. They
succeed in digging to 93 feet (28 m) but encounter flooding. The following year, a parallel shaft is
dug to 110 feet (34 m) and then driven laterally toward the Money Pit. Within two feet of
intersecting Money Pit, flooding again occurs.1849-1851 – The Truro Company is formed and
begins digging in the Money Pit. Water is encountered but operations resume, and they drill
through what is assumed to be oak boxes containing metal in pieces, and then in a subsequent
boring through cask(s) or barrels. The following year, further digging efforts are again frustrated
by water problems. Attention switches to Smith’s Cove when salty water is noticed issuing from
shore banks. A quantity of coconut husks is discovered. A cofferdam is built and discovery is
made of a complex system including box drains thought to be a system to flood the Money
Pit.1861-1864 – The Oak Island Association takes hold and begins work at the Money Pit,
clearing down to 88 feet (27 m). A second parallel shaft is driven 25 feet (8 m) east of the Money
Pit but abandoned. Another shaft is sunk 18 feet (5.5 m) west of the Money Pit and 118 feet
deep (36 m). A lateral tunnel is then driven from its bottom intersecting the Money Pit. Flooding
occurs and the Money Pit collapses. The partial end of a keg is noted among the debris. Later
that year, the first life is claimed by Oak Island as an unidentified man is scalded to death by an
exploding boiler.1866-1867 – The Oak Island Eldorado Company (The Halifax Company) takes
up work on the island in May. A cofferdam at Smith’s Cove is constructed to investigate the filter
bed and box drains but is shortly afterward destroyed by sea action. Efforts turn to the Money Pit
and area, in vain. By late 1867 the company is dissolved.1878 – The ground collapses beneath
a team of oxen led by Sophia Sellers near Smith’s Cove (350 feet (107 m) east of the Money Pit).
Frederick L. Blair and searchers later dub the site the “Cave-in Pit.”Fig. 4 – A young Franklin D.
Roosevelt (third from the right) during a visit to Oak Island in 1909. From a book review of
O'Connor, The Money Pit in Business Week, February 20, 1978, p. 10. MG 12, 75. Beaton
Institute, Cape Breton University.1893-1900 – The Oak Island Treasure Company forms, led by
Frederick L. Blair. In 1894, work begins with exploration of the Cave-in Pit but is cut short by
water problems at a depth of 55 feet (17 m). Efforts switch back to the Money Pit, but stop due to
flooding. In 1896, the company is restructured, and then work resumes at the Money Pit,
eventually reaching the 97 foot mark (29.5 m). During this operation, on March 26, 1897,
Maynard Kaiser falls to his death while being hoisted by rope from the Money Pit. Charges of
dynamite are detonated near Smith’s Cove in an effort to stem flooding in the Money Pit, in vain.
The company continues to sink shafts and drill holes around the Money Pit area. A cement vault
and a scrap of parchment are later discovered. A stone triangle formation is found on the south



shore near the beach. Work continues in and around the Money Pit until finally halted due to
flooding in 1900.1909 – Old Gold Salvage and Wrecking Company decides to try their luck, led
by Henry L. Bowdoin. Future United States President, Franklin D. Roosevelt, purchases stock in
the company and turns up for several brief visits during that summer, working with Bowdoin’s
crew. A total of 28 holes are drilled in the vicinity of the Money Pit. Flooding, as well as funding
problems, plague the enterprise and work stops by November 1909. Bowdoin then declares Oak
Island a hoax.Fig. 5 right – Drilling rig on barge en route to the island. Unknown date, unknown
photographer. Photo given to the author by Kaye Chappell.Fig. 6 below – Busy assortment of
people and buidlings at one of the workings. Unknown date, unknown photographer. Photo
given to the author by Kaye Chappell.1931 – Fred Blair and William Chappell are joined in this
venture by: William Chappell’s son, Mel; brother, Renwick, and nephew, Claude. A new pit is dug
(the Chappell Shaft) just southwest of the Money Pit. Artifacts recovered included tools
(probably a previous searcher’s) and an anchor fluke embedded in clay (thought to be left by
original builders). Mel Chappell eventually theorizes that a cache of priceless documents are the
real treasure.1934 – The Canadian Oak Island Treasure Company (Thomas Nixon of British
Columbia, Canada) drilled fourteen holes over the summer and fall with no significant results.
Frederick Blair terminates his contract on October 30 of the same year.1936-1937 – Gilbert
Hedden, in 1936, deepened the Chappell shaft to 160 feet (49 m). That same year, Hedden
notices old timbers protruding from sand at Smith’s Cove. A partial excavation reveals what is
thought to be an old slipway. The following spring, Hedden sinks a shaft to 125 feet (38 m) near
the northeast side of the Money Pit (the Hedden Shaft). The project is abandoned for lack of
funds.1938-1942 – Professor Erwin Hamilton undertakes to drill an additional fifty-eight holes
down the Hedden shaft in 1938 finding nothing of great consequence. The next year he re-cribs
the Chappell shaft to 160 feet (49 m). Hamilton returns to the Hedden shaft in 1940 and
deepens a section to 155 feet (47 m). In 1941, he switches once again to the Chappell shaft and
deepens it to 167 feet (51 m). The same year, he conducts dye tests showing a connection to
deep water on the south shore. The project is closed due to an acute labour shortage as a result
of the Second World War.1955 – George Green drills four holes north of Chappell shaft finding
little of any consequence. Green theorizes that a treasure was left by Spanish conquistadors
during their conquest of Central and South America in the 16th century. (In 2014, another similar
theory suggests that buried here is an Aztec treasure dating back to the 16th century.)51958 –
Victor and William Harman conduct drilling in and around the Money Pit. Samples of oak, spruce
and coconut fibre are brought up. Like George Green before them, the brothers believe a
treasure was deposited by the Spanish. Insufficient finances causes the project to be
terminated.1960-1965 – Robert Restall, on a lease from Mel Chappell, explores the Money Pit
and Hedden shafts. Extensive work is undertaken in the Smith’s Cove area, digging sixty-five
shallow pits and excavating two shafts. Part of the box drain system is unearthed during this
time. Calamity strikes in August 1965, as Restall, his son, Bobbie, Cyril Hiltz and Karl Graeser
die in a tragic accident on the island. Restall believed that a treasure was deposited by English



privateers consisting of plunder from raids on Spanish ships and settlements during the 17th
century.1965-1966 – Robert Dunfield excavates at the south shore, the Money Pit and the Cave-
in-Pit, and rediscovers the site of the original Money Pit. Heavy equipment does great
destruction to the island, including the obliteration of the stone triangle.1967-1969 – Dan
Blankenship and David Tobias contract Becker Drilling Ltd., which sinks some sixty holes in and
around the Money Pit. Core samples contained charcoal, oak buds, wood, cement, blue clay,
metal and fragments of china. Excavations in Smith’s Cove turn up many artifacts, including the
remains of the box drain system, a heart-shaped stone, a metal ruler (or possibly a square set)
and a pair of 300-year-old wrought iron scissors. Coconut fibre was also found.1969-2005 –
Triton Alliance Ltd. forms with Dan Blankenship and David Tobias and other investors. (Note that
Triton Alliance had not held a board meeting since the mid 1990s but operated through wholly
owned subsidiaries.) A cofferdam is built to probe more closely into Smith’s Cove. The
significant find of a u-shaped structure is excavated along with a wooden box. Golder and
Associates of Toronto are hired to carry out an extensive geotechnical survey. Borehole “10X” is
explored and later a shaft is sunk. Fragments of chain links and metal are collected. A camera
lowered into the area shows grainy images of what is thought to be three chests.Fig. 7 –
Excavations inside the cofferdam exposed (lower centre) a u-shaped structure. Oak Island,
1970-1971. Photographer unknown. 81-576-5656. Beaton Institute, Cape Breton University.1992
– Fred Nolan (independent landowner on Oak Island and treasure hunter) publicly announces
his discovery of a megalithic stone Christian cross formed by five cone-shaped boulders (that he
had found in 1981). At the intersection of the stem and arms was found an odd stone resembling
a human skull. The cross measures 720 feet wide and 867 feet in length (219 by 264 m). Fred
held the theory that the British military had buried a portion of the treasure plundered during the
sack of Havana in 1762.1995-1996 – The prestigious Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution is
recruited, by Oak Island Discoveries Inc., to perform seismic, dye, side-scan sonar and
piezometer tests in Smith’s Cove, 10X and the Money Pit areas. Also done is detailed ground
water, tomography and bathymetry mapping.62006-present – Oak Island Tours Inc. (along with
Dan Blankenship) have resumed operations on the island with the goal of uncovering buried
treasure and the mystery of Oak Island. Dan Blankenship’s personal theory to date is that the
island is a repository for gold and silver left behind by marauding Spaniards in the mid-16th
century.Fig. 8 – Illustration of Oak Island. Note the characterization of the island using a pirate
motif. Newspaper feature from 1969 (Sunday News) that highlights the interest in Oak Island's
buried treasure. (Detail) "The Riddle of Oak Island," newspaper clipping, September 7, 1969.
MG 12, 75 D3 (p. C11). Beaton Institute, Cape Breton University.Stories Told. Legends
Born.There have long-existed stories among the townsfolk of Chester about the “mysterious isle”
just across the bay, tales of strange lights emanating from the island, of eerie voices carried
across the water in the still of the night and of the alleged disappearance of two men who dared
to investigate (ca. 1720). Did spirits inhabit the island? What sort of sinister activities took place
there? The little isle came to be regarded with mistrust and fear.Three young men – Daniel



McGinnis, John Smith and Anthony Vaughn – were exploring the island sometime near the end
of the 18th century, usually stated as 1795, as previously noted. An account in The Colonist in
1864, states that the Money Pit of Oak Island was discovered by McGinnis alone, and that he
later called in the other two.7 Understandably, renditions vary with the march of time but most
agree in essence and with most quintessential facts of discovery. Suffice to say, the trio kindled
the fires of imagination. Their discovery quickly became the talk of the town, creating an
atmosphere charged with excitement and mystery and launching what is perhaps the world’s
greatest and longest running treasure hunt.Edward Snow writes:In 1720 the people of the
mainland had observed peculiar lights burning on Oak Island at night. Boatmen curious enough
to cruise in the vicinity had seen the outlines of men believed to be pirates silhouetted against
giant bonfires. Two fishermen who went to Oak Island to investigate did not return and were
never heard from again. Finally the pirates, if such they were, disappeared from Mahone Bay
and the area settled down to peace and quiet. But the women of Chester whose men had
vanished never forgot the days when the pirates were active at Oak Island.... A feeling of terror
toward the island had persisted ever since the 1720s.8Oak Island became synonymous with
buccaneers and tales inextricably intertwined with the romance of the sea, and buried treasure
is part of that romance. There are many islands tucked in behind the larger offshore Tancook
Islands affording both shelter and seclusion to mooring vessels. Mahone Bay – once called
Mecklenburgh Bay and also Merligueche, among other names over the centuries according to
tradition and conquest – was not only logistically an ideal location for buried treasure, but it really
looked the part as well. Visitors in the early 1900s commented that Oak Island might well furnish
as an illustration for Treasure Island, the classic novel by Robert Louis Stevenson (1883).Few
would say that the island is just one of many similar islands along this coast; this was the only
island in the whole bay with lofty oak trees, giants that were leafy only toward their tops, towering
like palm umbrellas. The presence of the oaks, it was said, “lent the place an eerie air, even in
mid-morning.”9 Often, a creepy mist shrouds the island, adding to the mystique, swirling over the
footpaths like the entrails of a ghostly phantom hand. To some folks, even the island’s shape
brings to mind that of an old cutlass, curving to its eastern extremity and making for a sheltered
cove for sea landings.Longstreth InterviewThe following is one rendition of the discovery story
as recorded by author T. M. Longstreth in his book To Nova Scotia (1935),10 in which he wrote
of an interview with an unnamed Chester woman. Unnamed perhaps in a desire to preserve her
anonymity:Informant:“The location, as you must admit,” she began, “might well have appealed to
buccaneers. Once inside the Tancooks, a privateer could take his time hunting a suitable place.
And even if the rumor got around that treasure was being buried on one of the islands, there are
enough of them to make searching for the proper one right tiresome. There are 365 islands, you
know.”Longstreth: (I generously made no comment).Informant:“It was in that cove where you
landed that three young men chanced to land in 1795. The Island was uninhabited, of course,
but they noticed that some of the ground had been cleared years before, and red clover and
other plants unusual to the soil were growing there. The young men were still more surprised to



find a big oak in the clearing with one of its lower limbs sawn off. It looked as if this stump had
accommodated a heavy block and tackle. Beneath was a circular depression some 13 feet
across [4 m].”Longstreth: “Excuse me,” I said, “but are we still on fact or have we launched into
surmise?”Informant:“These are facts. I’m going to tell you only facts. You can do your own
surmising. The whole shore came to know these things, and there’s a great iron ring-bolt
imbedded in a rock and visible only at low tide, which the young men discovered at the same
time. It can still be seen. They picked up a copper coin, dated 1713, as well as a boatswain’s
stone whistle, a kind which even then had gone out of use.The three of them began digging, of
course, as soon as they could fetch tools without stirring up suspicion, and they uncovered a
sort of well. At ten feet [3 m] down they came to a covering of oak plank. At twenty feet [6 m] a
second covering. And at thirty [10 m] a third. But it’s no fun hauling dirt up thirty feet [10 m], so
they tried to get help. Either the neighbors had no faith in the well then, or were too busy, for
nobody would help, and after a little more digging the young men gave it up.”Longstreth: “They
had avarice well in hand,” I could not help but saying.Informant:“Well, six years went by and then
a Doctor Lynds of Truro got up a company to continue the search. The shaft was cleared [down]
to 95 feet [29 m] with marks being found every ten feet [3 m] on the way down. One of them was
a layer of cocoanut [sic] fiber. It was a Saturday evening that the diggers struck a wooden
platform at the 95-foot level and they had to stop. People were God-fearing in those days and
respected the Sabbath. But when they went back on Monday morning, the shaft was found filled
with water to within 25 feet [7.5 m] of the top.”Longstreth: “It sounds true,” I
murmured.Informant:“They tried baling [sic], of course, but that was useless. So they sank a new
shaft to the east of the Money Pit, as the first well had got to be called. They sank it 110 feet [33
m] without reaching water. But then, while they were driving a tunnel towards the Money Pit,
water burst in and nearly drowned some of the diggers.This second disaster ended things. The
pits filled up and the men in Lynds’s company died. But the notion that there was money there
didn’t die. Finally in 1849, when only two of the old-timers were left, a new company was got up.
They located the Money Pit and got down 85 feet [26 m] before water drove them out. Then they
rigged a platform and began boring with an apparatus used in prospecting for coal. I’ve still got a
copy of the manager’s report around somewheres, if you’d like to see it.”THE OAK ISLAND
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mechanical, including photocopying, recording or any information storage or retrieval system,
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PrefaceA great deal has been recorded, written and published about the pursuit of treasure on
Oak Island over the years – a great deal. I am certain that I’ve read it all in my own pursuit of the
truth.The purpose of this book is to share my research and, more important, that research with
readers. I did not feel it necessary to reiterate the entire history of the pursuit of “Oak Island
Gold.” Those accounts are readily available in many forms, and the sources I have used are
recounted in full in the references at the end of this book. For those wishing more detail of the
many expeditions and explorations of Oak Island, I recommend the publications listed below.I
too pursued the Oak Island mystery. I hesitate to call my particular pursuit of the answer an
obsession but, like so many others, I have taken it pretty seriously, though more interested in
solving the mystery than in finding treasure. My education, indeed my interests, have long been
in mineral technology and a number of the fascinating finds at Oak Island became the focus of
my interest.This book is the culmination of my pursuit of those clues. In a way, as the reader will
learn, I did find treasure.J.A.S.Harris, Reginald V. 1967. The Oak Island Mystery, 2nd ed.
Toronto: McGraw-Hill Ryerson.Harris, Graham and Les MacPhie. 2005. Oak Island And Its Lost
Treasure, 2nd ed. Halifax: Formac.O’Connor, Darcy. 2004. The Secret Treasure of Oak Island:
The Amazing True Story of a Centuries-Old Treasure Hunt. Guilford, CT: The Lyons
Press.PrefaceA great deal has been recorded, written and published about the pursuit of
treasure on Oak Island over the years – a great deal. I am certain that I’ve read it all in my own
pursuit of the truth.The purpose of this book is to share my research and, more important, that
research with readers. I did not feel it necessary to reiterate the entire history of the pursuit of
“Oak Island Gold.” Those accounts are readily available in many forms, and the sources I have
used are recounted in full in the references at the end of this book. For those wishing more detail
of the many expeditions and explorations of Oak Island, I recommend the publications listed
below.I too pursued the Oak Island mystery. I hesitate to call my particular pursuit of the answer
an obsession but, like so many others, I have taken it pretty seriously, though more interested in
solving the mystery than in finding treasure. My education, indeed my interests, have long been
in mineral technology and a number of the fascinating finds at Oak Island became the focus of
my interest.This book is the culmination of my pursuit of those clues. In a way, as the reader will
learn, I did find treasure.J.A.S.Harris, Reginald V. 1967. The Oak Island Mystery, 2nd ed.
Toronto: McGraw-Hill Ryerson.Harris, Graham and Les MacPhie. 2005. Oak Island And Its Lost
Treasure, 2nd ed. Halifax: Formac.O’Connor, Darcy. 2004. The Secret Treasure of Oak Island:
The Amazing True Story of a Centuries-Old Treasure Hunt. Guilford, CT: The Lyons
Press.Claude C. Chappell – 1892-1980(Photo courtesy Wendy Chappell)This book is dedicated
to the memory of Claude Chappell, a true pioneer and contributor to the history of Oak
Island.Many thanks are due to the Chappell family of Sydney, Nova Scotia, especially my dear
friend, Kaye, who gave so much of herself to help me and whose painting is on the book cover. I
am, in addition, very grateful to Catherine Arseneau, Jane Arnold and the crew at the Beaton



Institute who went out of their way to lend a hand. A big thank you also goes out to Lisa Mulak
and staff of the James McConnell Memorial Library in Sydney.To Mike Harmon (archaeologist,
South Carolina): You are a credit to your profession, and I will always be appreciative for your
expertise and consultations.I would also like to acknowledge the encouragement and support of
Mike Hunter and the editorial staff of CBU Press.Above all, I would like to thank my dear son,
Christian, for his loving support and patience during the writing of this book. Mom will love you
until the end of time.Claude C. Chappell – 1892-1980(Photo courtesy Wendy Chappell)This
book is dedicated to the memory of Claude Chappell, a true pioneer and contributor to the
history of Oak Island.Many thanks are due to the Chappell family of Sydney, Nova Scotia,
especially my dear friend, Kaye, who gave so much of herself to help me and whose painting is
on the book cover. I am, in addition, very grateful to Catherine Arseneau, Jane Arnold and the
crew at the Beaton Institute who went out of their way to lend a hand. A big thank you also goes
out to Lisa Mulak and staff of the James McConnell Memorial Library in Sydney.To Mike Harmon
(archaeologist, South Carolina): You are a credit to your profession, and I will always be
appreciative for your expertise and consultations.I would also like to acknowledge the
encouragement and support of Mike Hunter and the editorial staff of CBU Press.Above all, I
would like to thank my dear son, Christian, for his loving support and patience during the writing
of this book. Mom will love you until the end of time.Note from the EditorsAs most of the history
of, and activity on, Oak Island predates the use of metric in Canada, virtually every source
consulted has measurements in feet, inches and miles, etc. – we have added their metric
approximations.We have made every effort to properly identify and to acquire the permissions to
publish images, facts and figures. That’s not always an easy task and, though every effort has
been made to obtain those important aspects for this publication of Ms. Steele’s research, we
were not always successful. CBU Press understands and upholds its responsibilities in this
regard to the best of our ability, and we sincerely regret possible infringements in this
area.Responsibility for the research and the opinions and theories proposed are the author's
only.Left - Crown Copyright, Province of Nova Scotia, 2012, CMC-661.Below (detail) -
Government of Canada; Natural Resources Canada; Earth Sciences Sector; Canada Centre for
Mapping and Earth Observation. CanTopo - 021A09 - CHESTER, Nova Scotia.Note from the
EditorsAs most of the history of, and activity on, Oak Island predates the use of metric in
Canada, virtually every source consulted has measurements in feet, inches and miles, etc. – we
have added their metric approximations.We have made every effort to properly identify and to
acquire the permissions to publish images, facts and figures. That’s not always an easy task
and, though every effort has been made to obtain those important aspects for this publication of
Ms. Steele’s research, we were not always successful. CBU Press understands and upholds its
responsibilities in this regard to the best of our ability, and we sincerely regret possible
infringements in this area.Responsibility for the research and the opinions and theories
proposed are the author's only.Left - Crown Copyright, Province of Nova Scotia, 2012,
CMC-661.Below (detail) - Government of Canada; Natural Resources Canada; Earth Sciences



Sector; Canada Centre for Mapping and Earth Observation. CanTopo - 021A09 - CHESTER,
Nova Scotia.IntroductionThe History and Folklore of Oak IslandOak Island has become known
as the most elusive treasure in the world, and the Money Pit and its adjacent works the greatest
piece of engineering on the American continent. — R. V. Harris, The Oak Island MysteryJust off
the rugged southeast shore of Nova Scotia lies a tiny island fashioned somewhat like a question
mark. The shape is appropriate, for little Oak Island is the scene of a baffling whodunit that has
defied solution for over two centuries. Here, since 1795 – not long after pirates prowled the
Atlantic coast and left glittering legends of buried gold in their wake – people have been trying to
find out what lies at the bottom of a mysterious shaft dubbed, hopefully, the Money Pit. (Reader’s
Digest, December 2014, 118-26)Oak Island is one of more than 300 islands nestled within the
confines of Mahone Bay, Nova Scotia. Situated about 6 km (4 miles) from Chester town, itself
about 72 km (45 miles) southwest of Halifax, Oak Island measures approximately 1,200 m (.75
mile) in length and is about 800 m (.5 mile) wide, narrowing near the centre to form a low-lying
marsh.Fig. 1 – Newspaper feature from 1969 (Sunday News) highlighting the interest in Oak
Island's buried treasure. "The Riddle of Oak Island," newspaper clipping, September 7, 1969.
MG 12, 75 D3 (p. 10C). Beaton Institute, Cape Breton University.According to tradition, the
current name, Oak Island, likely reflects a grove of lofty red oaks that once grew on the island’s
eastern drumlin.1 These unique and impressive trees were not only the signature for the island
but became part of its folklore as well. One creepy myth forewarns, “The treasure will be found
… when all the oaks have gone and seven men have died.”2As if in fulfillment of the myth – or
curse, as the case may be – the disturbing reality is that six men have died, thus far, in pursuit of
an elusive treasure, and the oaks are all gone; their sad disappearance due largely to plagues of
black ants in the 1800s, with the last few trees dying about 1960.3Fig. 2 – Smith’s Cove, Oak
Island, ca. 1931. Note the majestic trees towering in the background along Isaac’s Point. Photo
(photographic copy) given to the author by Kaye Chappell, Sydney River, NS.From the time of its
“revelation” dating from the close of the 18th century, no less than seventeen expeditions have
mounted attempts to overcome the island’s challenges and to get to the bottom of the mystery,
and thus to its treasure. So far, each attempt has ended in failure or disaster, collectively racking
up costs in the millions of dollars. Worse still, of course, are the aforementioned lives lost in
accidental deaths in the quest. Despite its violent history, the desire to unlock the island’s
secrets is alive and well as the current venture, Oak Island Tours Inc., establishes itself. This
group suggests that it will be they who will provide the final chapter to this challenging and
bizarre mystery spanning nearly 220 years. In fact, however, it will be this book that does
that.∞So what is this enigma all about? Does the island really harbour a treasure? Is it the
resting place of some ancient or holy relic? Is it a cache of priceless documents? The truth is
that nobody really knows, and every imaginable theory, from the fantastic to the ridiculous, has
been concocted to explain and uncover it. Most assuredly, treasure has been a powerful
compulsion; entire fortunes and, as noted, lives have been risked and lost chasing empty or
shattered dreams.Whether a great mystery or a great scandal, the circumstances and events



that surround this island are incredible, to say the least. In truth, the very root of the Oak Island
story is embroiled with politics and treachery that rivals the intrigue of the treasure itself. Truly,
this is the stuff of legends by which “history is made.”4To know the story of Oak Island is also to
know how that story includes some very unsavoury behaviour, even by 18th-century standards,
including what may have been the greatest financial scandal the world has ever witnessed.Brief
Chronology of Oak Island Events and Campaigns1758 or 1759 – The island was without an
English name, at this time. Numbered on maps as “Island 28.”1762 – Labelled as Smith’s Island,
named after Richard Smith on a map by Captain Charles Morris. Smith and partner, John
Gifford, were granted this island on December 27, 1753, for the purpose of fishing.1764 – First
mention of Oak Island, as found in the diary of Reverend John Seccombe.1770s – Appears on
Desbarres’ Neptune maps as Gloucester Island, but came to be known once again and forever
as Oak Island.1795 – Daniel McGinnis allegedly first discovers a saucer-shaped depression on
Oak Island’s east drumlin. He and two friends, John Smith and Anthony Vaughn, began digging
in the depression discovering a layer of flat stones 2 feet (60 cm) down, followed by a layer of
oak timber at 10 feet (3 m). At 20 feet (6 m) another layer of oak timber is struck and, at 30 feet
(10 m), more of the same. The trio are of the belief that Captain William Kidd (1645-1701)
cached a treasure on the island not long before he was captured and hung for piracy.Fig. 3 –
Map of Mecklenburgh Bay. (Detail) Southwest Coast of Nova Scotia, 1781. J.F.W. Desbarres.
Map 1006. Beaton Institute, Cape Breton University.1803-1805 – The Onslow Company is set up
by Simeon Lynds of Truro along with the three discoverers McGinnis, Smith and Vaughn.
Excavation of the so-called Money Pit continues and at around the 80-90-foot (24-27 m) level a
stone inscribed with glyphs is found. They succeed in digging to 93 feet (28 m) but encounter
flooding. The following year, a parallel shaft is dug to 110 feet (34 m) and then driven laterally
toward the Money Pit. Within two feet of intersecting Money Pit, flooding again
occurs.1849-1851 – The Truro Company is formed and begins digging in the Money Pit. Water is
encountered but operations resume, and they drill through what is assumed to be oak boxes
containing metal in pieces, and then in a subsequent boring through cask(s) or barrels. The
following year, further digging efforts are again frustrated by water problems. Attention switches
to Smith’s Cove when salty water is noticed issuing from shore banks. A quantity of coconut
husks is discovered. A cofferdam is built and discovery is made of a complex system including
box drains thought to be a system to flood the Money Pit.1861-1864 – The Oak Island
Association takes hold and begins work at the Money Pit, clearing down to 88 feet (27 m). A
second parallel shaft is driven 25 feet (8 m) east of the Money Pit but abandoned. Another shaft
is sunk 18 feet (5.5 m) west of the Money Pit and 118 feet deep (36 m). A lateral tunnel is then
driven from its bottom intersecting the Money Pit. Flooding occurs and the Money Pit collapses.
The partial end of a keg is noted among the debris. Later that year, the first life is claimed by Oak
Island as an unidentified man is scalded to death by an exploding boiler.1866-1867 – The Oak
Island Eldorado Company (The Halifax Company) takes up work on the island in May. A
cofferdam at Smith’s Cove is constructed to investigate the filter bed and box drains but is



shortly afterward destroyed by sea action. Efforts turn to the Money Pit and area, in vain. By late
1867 the company is dissolved.1878 – The ground collapses beneath a team of oxen led by
Sophia Sellers near Smith’s Cove (350 feet (107 m) east of the Money Pit). Frederick L. Blair and
searchers later dub the site the “Cave-in Pit.”Fig. 4 – A young Franklin D. Roosevelt (third from
the right) during a visit to Oak Island in 1909. From a book review of O'Connor, The Money Pit in
Business Week, February 20, 1978, p. 10. MG 12, 75. Beaton Institute, Cape Breton
University.1893-1900 – The Oak Island Treasure Company forms, led by Frederick L. Blair. In
1894, work begins with exploration of the Cave-in Pit but is cut short by water problems at a
depth of 55 feet (17 m). Efforts switch back to the Money Pit, but stop due to flooding. In 1896,
the company is restructured, and then work resumes at the Money Pit, eventually reaching the
97 foot mark (29.5 m). During this operation, on March 26, 1897, Maynard Kaiser falls to his
death while being hoisted by rope from the Money Pit. Charges of dynamite are detonated near
Smith’s Cove in an effort to stem flooding in the Money Pit, in vain. The company continues to
sink shafts and drill holes around the Money Pit area. A cement vault and a scrap of parchment
are later discovered. A stone triangle formation is found on the south shore near the beach. Work
continues in and around the Money Pit until finally halted due to flooding in 1900.1909 – Old
Gold Salvage and Wrecking Company decides to try their luck, led by Henry L. Bowdoin. Future
United States President, Franklin D. Roosevelt, purchases stock in the company and turns up for
several brief visits during that summer, working with Bowdoin’s crew. A total of 28 holes are
drilled in the vicinity of the Money Pit. Flooding, as well as funding problems, plague the
enterprise and work stops by November 1909. Bowdoin then declares Oak Island a hoax.Fig. 5
right – Drilling rig on barge en route to the island. Unknown date, unknown photographer. Photo
given to the author by Kaye Chappell.Fig. 6 below – Busy assortment of people and buidlings at
one of the workings. Unknown date, unknown photographer. Photo given to the author by Kaye
Chappell.1931 – Fred Blair and William Chappell are joined in this venture by: William Chappell’s
son, Mel; brother, Renwick, and nephew, Claude. A new pit is dug (the Chappell Shaft) just
southwest of the Money Pit. Artifacts recovered included tools (probably a previous searcher’s)
and an anchor fluke embedded in clay (thought to be left by original builders). Mel Chappell
eventually theorizes that a cache of priceless documents are the real treasure.1934 – The
Canadian Oak Island Treasure Company (Thomas Nixon of British Columbia, Canada) drilled
fourteen holes over the summer and fall with no significant results. Frederick Blair terminates his
contract on October 30 of the same year.1936-1937 – Gilbert Hedden, in 1936, deepened the
Chappell shaft to 160 feet (49 m). That same year, Hedden notices old timbers protruding from
sand at Smith’s Cove. A partial excavation reveals what is thought to be an old slipway. The
following spring, Hedden sinks a shaft to 125 feet (38 m) near the northeast side of the Money
Pit (the Hedden Shaft). The project is abandoned for lack of funds.1938-1942 – Professor Erwin
Hamilton undertakes to drill an additional fifty-eight holes down the Hedden shaft in 1938 finding
nothing of great consequence. The next year he re-cribs the Chappell shaft to 160 feet (49 m).
Hamilton returns to the Hedden shaft in 1940 and deepens a section to 155 feet (47 m). In 1941,



he switches once again to the Chappell shaft and deepens it to 167 feet (51 m). The same year,
he conducts dye tests showing a connection to deep water on the south shore. The project is
closed due to an acute labour shortage as a result of the Second World War.1955 – George
Green drills four holes north of Chappell shaft finding little of any consequence. Green theorizes
that a treasure was left by Spanish conquistadors during their conquest of Central and South
America in the 16th century. (In 2014, another similar theory suggests that buried here is an
Aztec treasure dating back to the 16th century.)51958 – Victor and William Harman conduct
drilling in and around the Money Pit. Samples of oak, spruce and coconut fibre are brought up.
Like George Green before them, the brothers believe a treasure was deposited by the Spanish.
Insufficient finances causes the project to be terminated.1960-1965 – Robert Restall, on a lease
from Mel Chappell, explores the Money Pit and Hedden shafts. Extensive work is undertaken in
the Smith’s Cove area, digging sixty-five shallow pits and excavating two shafts. Part of the box
drain system is unearthed during this time. Calamity strikes in August 1965, as Restall, his son,
Bobbie, Cyril Hiltz and Karl Graeser die in a tragic accident on the island. Restall believed that a
treasure was deposited by English privateers consisting of plunder from raids on Spanish ships
and settlements during the 17th century.1965-1966 – Robert Dunfield excavates at the south
shore, the Money Pit and the Cave-in-Pit, and rediscovers the site of the original Money Pit.
Heavy equipment does great destruction to the island, including the obliteration of the stone
triangle.1967-1969 – Dan Blankenship and David Tobias contract Becker Drilling Ltd., which
sinks some sixty holes in and around the Money Pit. Core samples contained charcoal, oak
buds, wood, cement, blue clay, metal and fragments of china. Excavations in Smith’s Cove turn
up many artifacts, including the remains of the box drain system, a heart-shaped stone, a metal
ruler (or possibly a square set) and a pair of 300-year-old wrought iron scissors. Coconut fibre
was also found.1969-2005 – Triton Alliance Ltd. forms with Dan Blankenship and David Tobias
and other investors. (Note that Triton Alliance had not held a board meeting since the mid 1990s
but operated through wholly owned subsidiaries.) A cofferdam is built to probe more closely into
Smith’s Cove. The significant find of a u-shaped structure is excavated along with a wooden box.
Golder and Associates of Toronto are hired to carry out an extensive geotechnical survey.
Borehole “10X” is explored and later a shaft is sunk. Fragments of chain links and metal are
collected. A camera lowered into the area shows grainy images of what is thought to be three
chests.Fig. 7 – Excavations inside the cofferdam exposed (lower centre) a u-shaped structure.
Oak Island, 1970-1971. Photographer unknown. 81-576-5656. Beaton Institute, Cape Breton
University.1992 – Fred Nolan (independent landowner on Oak Island and treasure hunter)
publicly announces his discovery of a megalithic stone Christian cross formed by five cone-
shaped boulders (that he had found in 1981). At the intersection of the stem and arms was found
an odd stone resembling a human skull. The cross measures 720 feet wide and 867 feet in
length (219 by 264 m). Fred held the theory that the British military had buried a portion of the
treasure plundered during the sack of Havana in 1762.1995-1996 – The prestigious Woods Hole
Oceanographic Institution is recruited, by Oak Island Discoveries Inc., to perform seismic, dye,



side-scan sonar and piezometer tests in Smith’s Cove, 10X and the Money Pit areas. Also done
is detailed ground water, tomography and bathymetry mapping.62006-present – Oak Island
Tours Inc. (along with Dan Blankenship) have resumed operations on the island with the goal of
uncovering buried treasure and the mystery of Oak Island. Dan Blankenship’s personal theory to
date is that the island is a repository for gold and silver left behind by marauding Spaniards in
the mid-16th century.Fig. 8 – Illustration of Oak Island. Note the characterization of the island
using a pirate motif. Newspaper feature from 1969 (Sunday News) that highlights the interest in
Oak Island's buried treasure. (Detail) "The Riddle of Oak Island," newspaper clipping,
September 7, 1969. MG 12, 75 D3 (p. C11). Beaton Institute, Cape Breton University.Stories
Told. Legends Born.There have long-existed stories among the townsfolk of Chester about the
“mysterious isle” just across the bay, tales of strange lights emanating from the island, of eerie
voices carried across the water in the still of the night and of the alleged disappearance of two
men who dared to investigate (ca. 1720). Did spirits inhabit the island? What sort of sinister
activities took place there? The little isle came to be regarded with mistrust and fear.Three
young men – Daniel McGinnis, John Smith and Anthony Vaughn – were exploring the island
sometime near the end of the 18th century, usually stated as 1795, as previously noted. An
account in The Colonist in 1864, states that the Money Pit of Oak Island was discovered by
McGinnis alone, and that he later called in the other two.7 Understandably, renditions vary with
the march of time but most agree in essence and with most quintessential facts of discovery.
Suffice to say, the trio kindled the fires of imagination. Their discovery quickly became the talk of
the town, creating an atmosphere charged with excitement and mystery and launching what is
perhaps the world’s greatest and longest running treasure hunt.Edward Snow writes:In 1720 the
people of the mainland had observed peculiar lights burning on Oak Island at night. Boatmen
curious enough to cruise in the vicinity had seen the outlines of men believed to be pirates
silhouetted against giant bonfires. Two fishermen who went to Oak Island to investigate did not
return and were never heard from again. Finally the pirates, if such they were, disappeared from
Mahone Bay and the area settled down to peace and quiet. But the women of Chester whose
men had vanished never forgot the days when the pirates were active at Oak Island.... A feeling
of terror toward the island had persisted ever since the 1720s.8Oak Island became synonymous
with buccaneers and tales inextricably intertwined with the romance of the sea, and buried
treasure is part of that romance. There are many islands tucked in behind the larger offshore
Tancook Islands affording both shelter and seclusion to mooring vessels. Mahone Bay – once
called Mecklenburgh Bay and also Merligueche, among other names over the centuries
according to tradition and conquest – was not only logistically an ideal location for buried
treasure, but it really looked the part as well. Visitors in the early 1900s commented that Oak
Island might well furnish as an illustration for Treasure Island, the classic novel by Robert Louis
Stevenson (1883).Few would say that the island is just one of many similar islands along this
coast; this was the only island in the whole bay with lofty oak trees, giants that were leafy only
toward their tops, towering like palm umbrellas. The presence of the oaks, it was said, “lent the



place an eerie air, even in mid-morning.”9 Often, a creepy mist shrouds the island, adding to the
mystique, swirling over the footpaths like the entrails of a ghostly phantom hand. To some folks,
even the island’s shape brings to mind that of an old cutlass, curving to its eastern extremity and
making for a sheltered cove for sea landings.Longstreth InterviewThe following is one rendition
of the discovery story as recorded by author T. M. Longstreth in his book To Nova Scotia
(1935),10 in which he wrote of an interview with an unnamed Chester woman. Unnamed
perhaps in a desire to preserve her anonymity:Informant:“The location, as you must admit,” she
began, “might well have appealed to buccaneers. Once inside the Tancooks, a privateer could
take his time hunting a suitable place. And even if the rumor got around that treasure was being
buried on one of the islands, there are enough of them to make searching for the proper one
right tiresome. There are 365 islands, you know.”Longstreth: (I generously made no
comment).Informant:“It was in that cove where you landed that three young men chanced to
land in 1795. The Island was uninhabited, of course, but they noticed that some of the ground
had been cleared years before, and red clover and other plants unusual to the soil were growing
there. The young men were still more surprised to find a big oak in the clearing with one of its
lower limbs sawn off. It looked as if this stump had accommodated a heavy block and tackle.
Beneath was a circular depression some 13 feet across [4 m].”Longstreth: “Excuse me,” I said,
“but are we still on fact or have we launched into surmise?”Informant:“These are facts. I’m going
to tell you only facts. You can do your own surmising. The whole shore came to know these
things, and there’s a great iron ring-bolt imbedded in a rock and visible only at low tide, which
the young men discovered at the same time. It can still be seen. They picked up a copper coin,
dated 1713, as well as a boatswain’s stone whistle, a kind which even then had gone out of
use.The three of them began digging, of course, as soon as they could fetch tools without
stirring up suspicion, and they uncovered a sort of well. At ten feet [3 m] down they came to a
covering of oak plank. At twenty feet [6 m] a second covering. And at thirty [10 m] a third. But it’s
no fun hauling dirt up thirty feet [10 m], so they tried to get help. Either the neighbors had no faith
in the well then, or were too busy, for nobody would help, and after a little more digging the
young men gave it up.”Longstreth: “They had avarice well in hand,” I could not help but
saying.Informant:“Well, six years went by and then a Doctor Lynds of Truro got up a company to
continue the search. The shaft was cleared [down] to 95 feet [29 m] with marks being found
every ten feet [3 m] on the way down. One of them was a layer of cocoanut [sic] fiber. It was a
Saturday evening that the diggers struck a wooden platform at the 95-foot level and they had to
stop. People were God-fearing in those days and respected the Sabbath. But when they went
back on Monday morning, the shaft was found filled with water to within 25 feet [7.5 m] of the
top.”Longstreth: “It sounds true,” I murmured.Informant:“They tried baling [sic], of course, but that
was useless. So they sank a new shaft to the east of the Money Pit, as the first well had got to be
called. They sank it 110 feet [33 m] without reaching water. But then, while they were driving a
tunnel towards the Money Pit, water burst in and nearly drowned some of the diggers.This
second disaster ended things. The pits filled up and the men in Lynds’s company died. But the



notion that there was money there didn’t die. Finally in 1849, when only two of the old-timers
were left, a new company was got up. They located the Money Pit and got down 85 feet [26 m]
before water drove them out. Then they rigged a platform and began boring with an apparatus
used in prospecting for coal. I’ve still got a copy of the manager’s report around somewheres, if
you’d like to see it.”IntroductionThe History and Folklore of Oak IslandOak Island has become
known as the most elusive treasure in the world, and the Money Pit and its adjacent works the
greatest piece of engineering on the American continent. — R. V. Harris, The Oak Island
MysteryJust off the rugged southeast shore of Nova Scotia lies a tiny island fashioned
somewhat like a question mark. The shape is appropriate, for little Oak Island is the scene of a
baffling whodunit that has defied solution for over two centuries. Here, since 1795 – not long
after pirates prowled the Atlantic coast and left glittering legends of buried gold in their wake –
people have been trying to find out what lies at the bottom of a mysterious shaft dubbed,
hopefully, the Money Pit. (Reader’s Digest, December 2014, 118-26)Oak Island is one of more
than 300 islands nestled within the confines of Mahone Bay, Nova Scotia. Situated about 6 km
(4 miles) from Chester town, itself about 72 km (45 miles) southwest of Halifax, Oak Island
measures approximately 1,200 m (.75 mile) in length and is about 800 m (.5 mile) wide,
narrowing near the centre to form a low-lying marsh.Fig. 1 – Newspaper feature from 1969
(Sunday News) highlighting the interest in Oak Island's buried treasure. "The Riddle of Oak
Island," newspaper clipping, September 7, 1969. MG 12, 75 D3 (p. 10C). Beaton Institute, Cape
Breton University.According to tradition, the current name, Oak Island, likely reflects a grove of
lofty red oaks that once grew on the island’s eastern drumlin.1 These unique and impressive
trees were not only the signature for the island but became part of its folklore as well. One
creepy myth forewarns, “The treasure will be found … when all the oaks have gone and seven
men have died.”2As if in fulfillment of the myth – or curse, as the case may be – the disturbing
reality is that six men have died, thus far, in pursuit of an elusive treasure, and the oaks are all
gone; their sad disappearance due largely to plagues of black ants in the 1800s, with the last
few trees dying about 1960.3Fig. 2 – Smith’s Cove, Oak Island, ca. 1931. Note the majestic trees
towering in the background along Isaac’s Point. Photo (photographic copy) given to the author by
Kaye Chappell, Sydney River, NS.From the time of its “revelation” dating from the close of the
18th century, no less than seventeen expeditions have mounted attempts to overcome the
island’s challenges and to get to the bottom of the mystery, and thus to its treasure. So far, each
attempt has ended in failure or disaster, collectively racking up costs in the millions of dollars.
Worse still, of course, are the aforementioned lives lost in accidental deaths in the quest.
Despite its violent history, the desire to unlock the island’s secrets is alive and well as the current
venture, Oak Island Tours Inc., establishes itself. This group suggests that it will be they who will
provide the final chapter to this challenging and bizarre mystery spanning nearly 220 years. In
fact, however, it will be this book that does that.∞So what is this enigma all about? Does the
island really harbour a treasure? Is it the resting place of some ancient or holy relic? Is it a cache
of priceless documents? The truth is that nobody really knows, and every imaginable theory,



from the fantastic to the ridiculous, has been concocted to explain and uncover it. Most
assuredly, treasure has been a powerful compulsion; entire fortunes and, as noted, lives have
been risked and lost chasing empty or shattered dreams.Whether a great mystery or a great
scandal, the circumstances and events that surround this island are incredible, to say the least.
In truth, the very root of the Oak Island story is embroiled with politics and treachery that rivals
the intrigue of the treasure itself. Truly, this is the stuff of legends by which “history is made.”4To
know the story of Oak Island is also to know how that story includes some very unsavoury
behaviour, even by 18th-century standards, including what may have been the greatest financial
scandal the world has ever witnessed.Brief Chronology of Oak Island Events and
Campaigns1758 or 1759 – The island was without an English name, at this time. Numbered on
maps as “Island 28.”1762 – Labelled as Smith’s Island, named after Richard Smith on a map by
Captain Charles Morris. Smith and partner, John Gifford, were granted this island on December
27, 1753, for the purpose of fishing.1764 – First mention of Oak Island, as found in the diary of
Reverend John Seccombe.1770s – Appears on Desbarres’ Neptune maps as Gloucester Island,
but came to be known once again and forever as Oak Island.1795 – Daniel McGinnis allegedly
first discovers a saucer-shaped depression on Oak Island’s east drumlin. He and two friends,
John Smith and Anthony Vaughn, began digging in the depression discovering a layer of flat
stones 2 feet (60 cm) down, followed by a layer of oak timber at 10 feet (3 m). At 20 feet (6 m)
another layer of oak timber is struck and, at 30 feet (10 m), more of the same. The trio are of the
belief that Captain William Kidd (1645-1701) cached a treasure on the island not long before he
was captured and hung for piracy.Fig. 3 – Map of Mecklenburgh Bay. (Detail) Southwest Coast of
Nova Scotia, 1781. J.F.W. Desbarres. Map 1006. Beaton Institute, Cape Breton
University.1803-1805 – The Onslow Company is set up by Simeon Lynds of Truro along with the
three discoverers McGinnis, Smith and Vaughn. Excavation of the so-called Money Pit continues
and at around the 80-90-foot (24-27 m) level a stone inscribed with glyphs is found. They
succeed in digging to 93 feet (28 m) but encounter flooding. The following year, a parallel shaft is
dug to 110 feet (34 m) and then driven laterally toward the Money Pit. Within two feet of
intersecting Money Pit, flooding again occurs.1849-1851 – The Truro Company is formed and
begins digging in the Money Pit. Water is encountered but operations resume, and they drill
through what is assumed to be oak boxes containing metal in pieces, and then in a subsequent
boring through cask(s) or barrels. The following year, further digging efforts are again frustrated
by water problems. Attention switches to Smith’s Cove when salty water is noticed issuing from
shore banks. A quantity of coconut husks is discovered. A cofferdam is built and discovery is
made of a complex system including box drains thought to be a system to flood the Money
Pit.1861-1864 – The Oak Island Association takes hold and begins work at the Money Pit,
clearing down to 88 feet (27 m). A second parallel shaft is driven 25 feet (8 m) east of the Money
Pit but abandoned. Another shaft is sunk 18 feet (5.5 m) west of the Money Pit and 118 feet
deep (36 m). A lateral tunnel is then driven from its bottom intersecting the Money Pit. Flooding
occurs and the Money Pit collapses. The partial end of a keg is noted among the debris. Later



that year, the first life is claimed by Oak Island as an unidentified man is scalded to death by an
exploding boiler.1866-1867 – The Oak Island Eldorado Company (The Halifax Company) takes
up work on the island in May. A cofferdam at Smith’s Cove is constructed to investigate the filter
bed and box drains but is shortly afterward destroyed by sea action. Efforts turn to the Money Pit
and area, in vain. By late 1867 the company is dissolved.1878 – The ground collapses beneath
a team of oxen led by Sophia Sellers near Smith’s Cove (350 feet (107 m) east of the Money Pit).
Frederick L. Blair and searchers later dub the site the “Cave-in Pit.”Fig. 4 – A young Franklin D.
Roosevelt (third from the right) during a visit to Oak Island in 1909. From a book review of
O'Connor, The Money Pit in Business Week, February 20, 1978, p. 10. MG 12, 75. Beaton
Institute, Cape Breton University.1893-1900 – The Oak Island Treasure Company forms, led by
Frederick L. Blair. In 1894, work begins with exploration of the Cave-in Pit but is cut short by
water problems at a depth of 55 feet (17 m). Efforts switch back to the Money Pit, but stop due to
flooding. In 1896, the company is restructured, and then work resumes at the Money Pit,
eventually reaching the 97 foot mark (29.5 m). During this operation, on March 26, 1897,
Maynard Kaiser falls to his death while being hoisted by rope from the Money Pit. Charges of
dynamite are detonated near Smith’s Cove in an effort to stem flooding in the Money Pit, in vain.
The company continues to sink shafts and drill holes around the Money Pit area. A cement vault
and a scrap of parchment are later discovered. A stone triangle formation is found on the south
shore near the beach. Work continues in and around the Money Pit until finally halted due to
flooding in 1900.1909 – Old Gold Salvage and Wrecking Company decides to try their luck, led
by Henry L. Bowdoin. Future United States President, Franklin D. Roosevelt, purchases stock in
the company and turns up for several brief visits during that summer, working with Bowdoin’s
crew. A total of 28 holes are drilled in the vicinity of the Money Pit. Flooding, as well as funding
problems, plague the enterprise and work stops by November 1909. Bowdoin then declares Oak
Island a hoax.Fig. 5 right – Drilling rig on barge en route to the island. Unknown date, unknown
photographer. Photo given to the author by Kaye Chappell.Fig. 6 below – Busy assortment of
people and buidlings at one of the workings. Unknown date, unknown photographer. Photo
given to the author by Kaye Chappell.1931 – Fred Blair and William Chappell are joined in this
venture by: William Chappell’s son, Mel; brother, Renwick, and nephew, Claude. A new pit is dug
(the Chappell Shaft) just southwest of the Money Pit. Artifacts recovered included tools
(probably a previous searcher’s) and an anchor fluke embedded in clay (thought to be left by
original builders). Mel Chappell eventually theorizes that a cache of priceless documents are the
real treasure.1934 – The Canadian Oak Island Treasure Company (Thomas Nixon of British
Columbia, Canada) drilled fourteen holes over the summer and fall with no significant results.
Frederick Blair terminates his contract on October 30 of the same year.1936-1937 – Gilbert
Hedden, in 1936, deepened the Chappell shaft to 160 feet (49 m). That same year, Hedden
notices old timbers protruding from sand at Smith’s Cove. A partial excavation reveals what is
thought to be an old slipway. The following spring, Hedden sinks a shaft to 125 feet (38 m) near
the northeast side of the Money Pit (the Hedden Shaft). The project is abandoned for lack of



funds.1938-1942 – Professor Erwin Hamilton undertakes to drill an additional fifty-eight holes
down the Hedden shaft in 1938 finding nothing of great consequence. The next year he re-cribs
the Chappell shaft to 160 feet (49 m). Hamilton returns to the Hedden shaft in 1940 and
deepens a section to 155 feet (47 m). In 1941, he switches once again to the Chappell shaft and
deepens it to 167 feet (51 m). The same year, he conducts dye tests showing a connection to
deep water on the south shore. The project is closed due to an acute labour shortage as a result
of the Second World War.1955 – George Green drills four holes north of Chappell shaft finding
little of any consequence. Green theorizes that a treasure was left by Spanish conquistadors
during their conquest of Central and South America in the 16th century. (In 2014, another similar
theory suggests that buried here is an Aztec treasure dating back to the 16th century.)51958 –
Victor and William Harman conduct drilling in and around the Money Pit. Samples of oak, spruce
and coconut fibre are brought up. Like George Green before them, the brothers believe a
treasure was deposited by the Spanish. Insufficient finances causes the project to be
terminated.1960-1965 – Robert Restall, on a lease from Mel Chappell, explores the Money Pit
and Hedden shafts. Extensive work is undertaken in the Smith’s Cove area, digging sixty-five
shallow pits and excavating two shafts. Part of the box drain system is unearthed during this
time. Calamity strikes in August 1965, as Restall, his son, Bobbie, Cyril Hiltz and Karl Graeser
die in a tragic accident on the island. Restall believed that a treasure was deposited by English
privateers consisting of plunder from raids on Spanish ships and settlements during the 17th
century.1965-1966 – Robert Dunfield excavates at the south shore, the Money Pit and the Cave-
in-Pit, and rediscovers the site of the original Money Pit. Heavy equipment does great
destruction to the island, including the obliteration of the stone triangle.1967-1969 – Dan
Blankenship and David Tobias contract Becker Drilling Ltd., which sinks some sixty holes in and
around the Money Pit. Core samples contained charcoal, oak buds, wood, cement, blue clay,
metal and fragments of china. Excavations in Smith’s Cove turn up many artifacts, including the
remains of the box drain system, a heart-shaped stone, a metal ruler (or possibly a square set)
and a pair of 300-year-old wrought iron scissors. Coconut fibre was also found.1969-2005 –
Triton Alliance Ltd. forms with Dan Blankenship and David Tobias and other investors. (Note that
Triton Alliance had not held a board meeting since the mid 1990s but operated through wholly
owned subsidiaries.) A cofferdam is built to probe more closely into Smith’s Cove. The
significant find of a u-shaped structure is excavated along with a wooden box. Golder and
Associates of Toronto are hired to carry out an extensive geotechnical survey. Borehole “10X” is
explored and later a shaft is sunk. Fragments of chain links and metal are collected. A camera
lowered into the area shows grainy images of what is thought to be three chests.Fig. 7 –
Excavations inside the cofferdam exposed (lower centre) a u-shaped structure. Oak Island,
1970-1971. Photographer unknown. 81-576-5656. Beaton Institute, Cape Breton University.1992
– Fred Nolan (independent landowner on Oak Island and treasure hunter) publicly announces
his discovery of a megalithic stone Christian cross formed by five cone-shaped boulders (that he
had found in 1981). At the intersection of the stem and arms was found an odd stone resembling



a human skull. The cross measures 720 feet wide and 867 feet in length (219 by 264 m). Fred
held the theory that the British military had buried a portion of the treasure plundered during the
sack of Havana in 1762.1995-1996 – The prestigious Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution is
recruited, by Oak Island Discoveries Inc., to perform seismic, dye, side-scan sonar and
piezometer tests in Smith’s Cove, 10X and the Money Pit areas. Also done is detailed ground
water, tomography and bathymetry mapping.62006-present – Oak Island Tours Inc. (along with
Dan Blankenship) have resumed operations on the island with the goal of uncovering buried
treasure and the mystery of Oak Island. Dan Blankenship’s personal theory to date is that the
island is a repository for gold and silver left behind by marauding Spaniards in the mid-16th
century.Fig. 8 – Illustration of Oak Island. Note the characterization of the island using a pirate
motif. Newspaper feature from 1969 (Sunday News) that highlights the interest in Oak Island's
buried treasure. (Detail) "The Riddle of Oak Island," newspaper clipping, September 7, 1969.
MG 12, 75 D3 (p. C11). Beaton Institute, Cape Breton University.Stories Told. Legends
Born.There have long-existed stories among the townsfolk of Chester about the “mysterious isle”
just across the bay, tales of strange lights emanating from the island, of eerie voices carried
across the water in the still of the night and of the alleged disappearance of two men who dared
to investigate (ca. 1720). Did spirits inhabit the island? What sort of sinister activities took place
there? The little isle came to be regarded with mistrust and fear.Three young men – Daniel
McGinnis, John Smith and Anthony Vaughn – were exploring the island sometime near the end
of the 18th century, usually stated as 1795, as previously noted. An account in The Colonist in
1864, states that the Money Pit of Oak Island was discovered by McGinnis alone, and that he
later called in the other two.7 Understandably, renditions vary with the march of time but most
agree in essence and with most quintessential facts of discovery. Suffice to say, the trio kindled
the fires of imagination. Their discovery quickly became the talk of the town, creating an
atmosphere charged with excitement and mystery and launching what is perhaps the world’s
greatest and longest running treasure hunt.Edward Snow writes:In 1720 the people of the
mainland had observed peculiar lights burning on Oak Island at night. Boatmen curious enough
to cruise in the vicinity had seen the outlines of men believed to be pirates silhouetted against
giant bonfires. Two fishermen who went to Oak Island to investigate did not return and were
never heard from again. Finally the pirates, if such they were, disappeared from Mahone Bay
and the area settled down to peace and quiet. But the women of Chester whose men had
vanished never forgot the days when the pirates were active at Oak Island.... A feeling of terror
toward the island had persisted ever since the 1720s.8Oak Island became synonymous with
buccaneers and tales inextricably intertwined with the romance of the sea, and buried treasure
is part of that romance. There are many islands tucked in behind the larger offshore Tancook
Islands affording both shelter and seclusion to mooring vessels. Mahone Bay – once called
Mecklenburgh Bay and also Merligueche, among other names over the centuries according to
tradition and conquest – was not only logistically an ideal location for buried treasure, but it really
looked the part as well. Visitors in the early 1900s commented that Oak Island might well furnish



as an illustration for Treasure Island, the classic novel by Robert Louis Stevenson (1883).Few
would say that the island is just one of many similar islands along this coast; this was the only
island in the whole bay with lofty oak trees, giants that were leafy only toward their tops, towering
like palm umbrellas. The presence of the oaks, it was said, “lent the place an eerie air, even in
mid-morning.”9 Often, a creepy mist shrouds the island, adding to the mystique, swirling over the
footpaths like the entrails of a ghostly phantom hand. To some folks, even the island’s shape
brings to mind that of an old cutlass, curving to its eastern extremity and making for a sheltered
cove for sea landings.Longstreth InterviewThe following is one rendition of the discovery story
as recorded by author T. M. Longstreth in his book To Nova Scotia (1935),10 in which he wrote
of an interview with an unnamed Chester woman. Unnamed perhaps in a desire to preserve her
anonymity:Informant:“The location, as you must admit,” she began, “might well have appealed to
buccaneers. Once inside the Tancooks, a privateer could take his time hunting a suitable place.
And even if the rumor got around that treasure was being buried on one of the islands, there are
enough of them to make searching for the proper one right tiresome. There are 365 islands, you
know.”Longstreth: (I generously made no comment).Informant:“It was in that cove where you
landed that three young men chanced to land in 1795. The Island was uninhabited, of course,
but they noticed that some of the ground had been cleared years before, and red clover and
other plants unusual to the soil were growing there. The young men were still more surprised to
find a big oak in the clearing with one of its lower limbs sawn off. It looked as if this stump had
accommodated a heavy block and tackle. Beneath was a circular depression some 13 feet
across [4 m].”Longstreth: “Excuse me,” I said, “but are we still on fact or have we launched into
surmise?”Informant:“These are facts. I’m going to tell you only facts. You can do your own
surmising. The whole shore came to know these things, and there’s a great iron ring-bolt
imbedded in a rock and visible only at low tide, which the young men discovered at the same
time. It can still be seen. They picked up a copper coin, dated 1713, as well as a boatswain’s
stone whistle, a kind which even then had gone out of use.The three of them began digging, of
course, as soon as they could fetch tools without stirring up suspicion, and they uncovered a
sort of well. At ten feet [3 m] down they came to a covering of oak plank. At twenty feet [6 m] a
second covering. And at thirty [10 m] a third. But it’s no fun hauling dirt up thirty feet [10 m], so
they tried to get help. Either the neighbors had no faith in the well then, or were too busy, for
nobody would help, and after a little more digging the young men gave it up.”Longstreth: “They
had avarice well in hand,” I could not help but saying.Informant:“Well, six years went by and then
a Doctor Lynds of Truro got up a company to continue the search. The shaft was cleared [down]
to 95 feet [29 m] with marks being found every ten feet [3 m] on the way down. One of them was
a layer of cocoanut [sic] fiber. It was a Saturday evening that the diggers struck a wooden
platform at the 95-foot level and they had to stop. People were God-fearing in those days and
respected the Sabbath. But when they went back on Monday morning, the shaft was found filled
with water to within 25 feet [7.5 m] of the top.”Longstreth: “It sounds true,” I
murmured.Informant:“They tried baling [sic], of course, but that was useless. So they sank a new



shaft to the east of the Money Pit, as the first well had got to be called. They sank it 110 feet [33
m] without reaching water. But then, while they were driving a tunnel towards the Money Pit,
water burst in and nearly drowned some of the diggers.This second disaster ended things. The
pits filled up and the men in Lynds’s company died. But the notion that there was money there
didn’t die. Finally in 1849, when only two of the old-timers were left, a new company was got up.
They located the Money Pit and got down 85 feet [26 m] before water drove them out. Then they
rigged a platform and began boring with an apparatus used in prospecting for coal. I’ve still got a
copy of the manager’s report around somewheres, if you’d like to see it.”
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J, “Finally a plausible explanation. The authors provide a plausible and highly probable theory for
the “story of Oak Island”. Well researched, explained in a manner understandable by most, this
is by far the most reasonable and likely scenario for what transpired in that area during that time
period. Who needs pirates when a corrupt government and gullible public is present?Thank you
for this publication.”

JL Populist, “An Alternative Theory.. I have read a few books about Oak Island. All of them about
buried treasure and theories related to the idea that someone hid it there.This book is different,
the authors investigated a different idea.Their idea is far less romantic or exciting. But they make
a strong case based on history, geology, and some of the artifacts found on Oak Island that
instead of buried treasure sometime in the distant past there was very important industry
happening on Oak Island!Another feature I like in the book is the dateline and treasure hunter's
history the authors provided early in the book.I think the optimist in me would like to see treasure
discovered. But this book offers a viable explanation also. Time will tell and I enjoyed reading this
book.”

Susan A., “There can be no doubt that Ms. Steele has solved the mystery!. I originally purchased
the Kindle edition of this book but wanted the paperback version in hand before I offered my
review. This is the type of book that has great illustrations but they are very difficult to view with
a Kindle, so I highly recommend getting the hard copy.Now for my review: I enjoy 3 things in a
book. One, a great mystery; two, it has to be non-fiction and; three, I love the truth. This book
satisfies all three of those quests! Ms. Steele has done painstaking research only to boil
everything down into an easy to read and enjoyable explanation of the rich history of what really
happened on Oak Island. And it is a piece of history that "mysteriously" fell into a black hole only
to, once again, see the light of day - thanks to Joy Steele.I suspect there will be a lot of
controversy stirred up by the findings of this book since many people have risked lives and
fortunes to find the treasure at Oak Island. It will be a hard blow to find out the truth.I liken it to a
man who practiced every religion on earth in his quest to find God, only to discover that God
himself reached out to man and provided a savior and, in the end, man can add nothing to this
work. While this truth is delightful to those in need, it is also a hard pill to swallow for the self-
righteous.A good read - highly recommend!”

Jeanne N., “Theory fits a lot of the evidence. I happened upon this title when I was searching for
information on pine tar kilns, after one was excavated on Lot 15 in 2020. These authors do a
very good job of explaining what was happening circa 1720, which is something lacking in many
Oak Island books. However, I found it a difficult read in several places - The 5 stars is given
because of the extensive research of tar kilns and naval stores manufacturing methodologies,
and because Season 8 of the Curse of Oak Island has unearthed much evidence to support the



theories in this book. There are also pictures and evidence from Dan Blankenship (the author
personally knew him) that have not appeared on the TV series (to my recollection) which further
support the authors' theories.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Mystery, History and Geological Evidence all in one very interesting
book!. Writer Joy A. Steele and professional marine geologist Gordon Fader provide a
historically accurate and fact based understanding of Oak Island past and present. If you watch
the The Curse of Oak Island this is a must read!”

Glo in Philly, “A Must-read for treasure seekers!. Treasure seekers would do well to read this
book before spending another dime on Oak Island digs. Ms. Steele's solution seems to be so
much more than a theory that I can't help believing she has nailed it. The material presented
here is well researched and backed up by printed documents from the era in which the original
pits were dug as well as supporting evidence to explain the presence of other artifacts, stone
markings and tree carvings found on the island. Was there treasure on the island at one time?
At this point, it's anyone's guess. After reading this book and 3 others about Oak Island, my
feeling is that if there had been buried treasure it is long gone, but it was certainly never placed
in the aptly named 'money pit' which has absorbed the fortunes of so many with no return on
their investment. Ms. Steele's carefully researched explanation for the existence of the pit of
many layers with tunnels reaching out toward the sea is completely believable.”

Hank Menefee, “Abundance of boring history, but I think they have sovled the mysstery!. I did not
care for all the history they go on and on about. I found it boring. I was not ready for their
conclusion when I began the book, I do believe it now. I just wonder if/when anyone will admit it
in the future.”

Mr Andrew Cannon, “An excellent book with trendous detail, but not what everyone wants to
hear. I started watching The Curse of Oak Island back in season two, and have always been
interested in what they've shown on the TV show, and if you were hoping for buried treasure as
per the lure of the TV show then this book is not for you.I did read the previous edition of this
book and it blew my mind, but I was lured back in by the TV show and found myself ignoring the
first version of this book. But with the latest season of the TV show discovering the remains of
Pine Tar Kilns it reminded me of what I had read, and then realised this new edition had been
published.What's also interesting is this updated edition was published just prior to the Smith's
Cove excavations of the TV show, yet the book has all the answers to what happened there too.
This book goes great with the TV show if you enjoy the history, rather than any "treasure". If you
prefer the latter then you will be disappointed.”

mazarati13, “A QUICK DELIVERY. The book is in excellent condition, However, it is NOT what I
expected! it seems more historical and a bit boring!! IT also seems the writer took information



from lots of different place, some of the info was through maps that are a bit hard to
understand..I will read it at some time.I really wanted a follow through from the last time I watch it
on TV. I will keep searching for more books.”

Dave bray, “Oak island. Interesting read”

The book by Joy A. Steele has a rating of  5 out of 4.2. 233 people have provided feedback.
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